Options & Attachments

Tractor Attachments

Adaptability… Adjustability… Reliability…

PALLET FORK

ROTARY CUTTERS
MANURE FORK
BUCKET

Adapts to handle pallets and
crates. Forks are 42 inches
long, adjustable for width of
pallets or material being
moved. Lift capacity is rated
at 3,000 lbs.

Features heat treated teeth
and dirt plate for greater
capacity when handling loose
and free-flowing material.

GRAPPLE FORK &
ROUND BALE
ATTACHMENT
Fits buckets 60 inches wide
and larger to handle round
bales or silage.

QUICK-ATTACH
BUCKET KIT

COMBINATION
BUCKET
Constructed for hard use and
long life, featuring a welded
cutting edge with wrap-around
corners for bucket
reinforcement.

DOZER BLADE

Allows changing from material
bucket to dozer blade. Forklift
or manure fork bucket without
tools. Simply release the
latches, drop off one
attachment and pick up a new attachment with the loader.
Then trip the latches, locking the new attachment in place.

Lets you add 7 feet wide, nonangling blade to loader frame
for increased versatility.

FRONT PUMP KIT

ONE-WAY SELF-LEVELING VALVE

Gives you 17 gpm hydraulic capacity for your loader
while leaving rear PTO available to operate other
PTO-driven implements.

Automatically keeps buckets at a pre-set angle during lift
cycle to prevent spilling material during loading. This is
especially useful when operating the forklift attachment.

Quickly attaches to rear PTO to give you 10 gpm of
additional hydraulic capacity–plenty for operating your MF
loader at top performance.
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PARALLEL ARM CUTTERS
Designed to “reach out” and cut along roadsides, over guardrails, down
ditchbanks and along side ponds, Land Pride’s Arm Hydraulic Rotary Cutter is
available in a 60" cutting width.
The parallel design of the RCP2560 enables the cutter to have constant altitude.
When the 2 cylinders operating the arm are activated, the altitude of the deck
does not change. Lift the cutter head up, in, or out to negotiate an obstacle and
the cutter deck position remains constant, making your work efficient. Gain a
reach of 186" horizontal, 137" vertical and 109" below ground level. The
hydraulic breakaway feature pivots the arm backward to avoid obstacles and to
protect the cutter arm.
Standard equipment includes a hydraulic pump driven by the tractor PTO, a flow control valve to compensate for various
hydraulic systems and a shut off valve permitting maintenance without oil loss. The 35-gallon oil reservoir keeps the unit
running cool, and the in-line filter continually cleans the oil each time it is returned to the reservoir. The optional
electronic cylinder controls provide instant response for adjustments on the go.

OTHER OPTIONS & ATTACHMENTS

QUICK-ATTACH REAR
PTO-DRIVEN PUMP

There are 3 series in the line of Land Pride Rotary Cutters to meet your specific
needs. Models include the 4-6 foot range, the tough medium-duty 5-7 foot, and
the rugged heavy-duty 5-10 foot. The cutters handle tractor engines from 60-120
horse power and feature floating top links and protective front skirting.
The reinforced deck slopes toward the rear to prevent flying debris.

TRACTOR-MOUNTED AUXILIARY
Joystick valves give you the convenience of single-lever
operations, freeing your auxiliary tractor valves for other
operations. This gives you an economical option for your
economically priced tractor.
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ROTARY TILLERS
Land Pride American-made Rotary Tillers can turn hard ground into a picture
perfect seedbed. These forward rotation tillers are available in five series and
21 different models. The smaller 10, 15 and 20 Series are designed for
landscaping, nurseries, gardens and light and commercial use, while the heavier
25 and 35 Series can handle commercial applications for the landscaper,
nursery, orchard or vegetable farmer.
Standard features include a heavy-duty box frame, adjustable lower hitch
clevises, enclosed drive chain in oil and a formed rear panel. Center or offset
mounting also provides versatility on most models.
Land Pride also offers a line of reverse-till rotary tillers for tougher
ground conditions.
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SOLID STAND SEEDERS

PTO POWERED RAKES

Solid Features…Solid Stand. The Land Pride Solid Stand Seeder’s innovative
design combines Land Pride quality with Great Plains grain drill technology.
Engineered for precise seed metering with excellent seed placement, this tool
can be used to plant a variety of grass seed in prepared seedbeds. The
Primary Seeder’s double roller system provides soil-to-seed contact for superior
germination and emergence. Seeds are distributed between the rollers released
in a full width pattern. The front rollers, comprised of 12-inch diameter cast iron
rings, create an ideal seedbed by pulverizing cloded sand, forcing rocks and
other debris into the soil. The 9 1/2 inch diameter rear roller is spring loaded for
constant downpressure; firmly pressing the seed into the seedbed at just the
right depth. The rear rollers are staggered to run down the center of the front
row pattern, leaving a precision-planted seedbed.

Three tools in one!

PRIMARY SEEDER

Land Pride’s 3-Point Powered Rake, available in 60" and 72" models, is just
right for the landscaper. Designed with 25 HP and above compact tractors in
mind, the widths and close coupling make these units perfect for working around
new housing construction sites, buildings and even roadside mowing. With two
roller choices, an adjustable material control deflector and 15 degree left and
right angling, the PR15 Series allows you to move dirt like a boxscraper, windrow
locks like a rake and work the soil like a pulverizer – all in one tool!
Gauge wheels can be adjusted to various working depths and the aggressive
roller pulverizes clods down to the desired size. Larger clods and other debris
can be windrowed to be discarded later. The adjustable material control blade
determines the soil size to let through, and keeps the material flowing properly.
When grading needs to be done, the end panels can be attached to hold dirt in
and move it around.

Land Pride 15 Series Primary Seeder, PS1548, offers a 48" seeding width with
a narrow profile; ideal for landscaping applications. This seeder features a
ground driven metering system and offers the solid advantages of a full widthseeding pattern.
Also available in a 72" model, Land Pride’s 15 Series Primary Seeders protect
falling seed by offering watertight seedbox lids, wind guards and low seed drop.
Our fluted seed cups offer precision metering and openings are easily adjusted
to handle a variety of seed. Land Pride Seeders also feature all-welded
seedboxes, easily accessible drive components, cast iron packing wheels and
unmatched seeding rates.

GROOMING MOWERS

OVERSEEDERS

Available in three key widths of 60", 72" and 84", these Air Tunnel mowers
feature vacuum-formed ABS belt guards and discharge chutes. The one piece
tubing for the gauge wheel arms increases strength and adds to the overall
appearance.

Land Pride 48" and 72" Solid Stand Overseeders offer precise placement and
seed-to-soil contact, making them ideal to overseed existing strands of grass
and to establish new turf.
The three-way seed-to-soil contact system provides great germination and
emergence with the solid advantages of a full width-seeding pattern. Your
choice of straight or curved knives slice into the ground, creating slits to receive
the seed. Straight knives pull up some of the thatch build-up, while the curved
knives leave that undisturbed. Fluted seed cups precisely meter the amount of
seed in a broadcast pattern, delivering outstanding metering accuracy. The
solid cast-iron packer wheels finish the job by pressing and firmly packing the
seed into the soil, eliminating most air pockets.
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The aggressive high speed cutting blades of Land Pride’s 26 Series Air Tunnel
Grooming Mowers cut the grass cleanly and the air tunnel system discharges it
efficiently, even in moist, rugged and tall grass conditions. The tunnel allows cut
grass to move out of the way, and at the same time creates large volumes of air
to discharge the grass and scatter it evenly out the side.

Floating lower hitch clevises and a floating top link work in conjunction with the
front roller option and four gauge wheels, allowing the mower to follow ground
contours. The welded steel chassis absorbs shock loads and greasable blade
spindle bearings are placed in heavy-duty cast iron hubs for long wear.
Operation is convenient, with clevis hitch hook-up, and easy to adjust mowing
height in _" increments. Remote greasing of spindle hubs allows for easy
maintenance and the overall Air Tunnel design allows for quick through cleaning
and washing.
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SOLID STAND SEEDERS

PTO POWERED RAKES

Solid Features…Solid Stand. The Land Pride Solid Stand Seeder’s innovative
design combines Land Pride quality with Great Plains grain drill technology.
Engineered for precise seed metering with excellent seed placement, this tool
can be used to plant a variety of grass seed in prepared seedbeds. The
Primary Seeder’s double roller system provides soil-to-seed contact for superior
germination and emergence. Seeds are distributed between the rollers released
in a full width pattern. The front rollers, comprised of 12-inch diameter cast iron
rings, create an ideal seedbed by pulverizing cloded sand, forcing rocks and
other debris into the soil. The 9 1/2 inch diameter rear roller is spring loaded for
constant downpressure; firmly pressing the seed into the seedbed at just the
right depth. The rear rollers are staggered to run down the center of the front
row pattern, leaving a precision-planted seedbed.

Three tools in one!

PRIMARY SEEDER

Land Pride’s 3-Point Powered Rake, available in 60" and 72" models, is just
right for the landscaper. Designed with 25 HP and above compact tractors in
mind, the widths and close coupling make these units perfect for working around
new housing construction sites, buildings and even roadside mowing. With two
roller choices, an adjustable material control deflector and 15 degree left and
right angling, the PR15 Series allows you to move dirt like a boxscraper, windrow
locks like a rake and work the soil like a pulverizer – all in one tool!
Gauge wheels can be adjusted to various working depths and the aggressive
roller pulverizes clods down to the desired size. Larger clods and other debris
can be windrowed to be discarded later. The adjustable material control blade
determines the soil size to let through, and keeps the material flowing properly.
When grading needs to be done, the end panels can be attached to hold dirt in
and move it around.

Land Pride 15 Series Primary Seeder, PS1548, offers a 48" seeding width with
a narrow profile; ideal for landscaping applications. This seeder features a
ground driven metering system and offers the solid advantages of a full widthseeding pattern.
Also available in a 72" model, Land Pride’s 15 Series Primary Seeders protect
falling seed by offering watertight seedbox lids, wind guards and low seed drop.
Our fluted seed cups offer precision metering and openings are easily adjusted
to handle a variety of seed. Land Pride Seeders also feature all-welded
seedboxes, easily accessible drive components, cast iron packing wheels and
unmatched seeding rates.

GROOMING MOWERS

OVERSEEDERS

Available in three key widths of 60", 72" and 84", these Air Tunnel mowers
feature vacuum-formed ABS belt guards and discharge chutes. The one piece
tubing for the gauge wheel arms increases strength and adds to the overall
appearance.

Land Pride 48" and 72" Solid Stand Overseeders offer precise placement and
seed-to-soil contact, making them ideal to overseed existing strands of grass
and to establish new turf.
The three-way seed-to-soil contact system provides great germination and
emergence with the solid advantages of a full width-seeding pattern. Your
choice of straight or curved knives slice into the ground, creating slits to receive
the seed. Straight knives pull up some of the thatch build-up, while the curved
knives leave that undisturbed. Fluted seed cups precisely meter the amount of
seed in a broadcast pattern, delivering outstanding metering accuracy. The
solid cast-iron packer wheels finish the job by pressing and firmly packing the
seed into the soil, eliminating most air pockets.
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The aggressive high speed cutting blades of Land Pride’s 26 Series Air Tunnel
Grooming Mowers cut the grass cleanly and the air tunnel system discharges it
efficiently, even in moist, rugged and tall grass conditions. The tunnel allows cut
grass to move out of the way, and at the same time creates large volumes of air
to discharge the grass and scatter it evenly out the side.

Floating lower hitch clevises and a floating top link work in conjunction with the
front roller option and four gauge wheels, allowing the mower to follow ground
contours. The welded steel chassis absorbs shock loads and greasable blade
spindle bearings are placed in heavy-duty cast iron hubs for long wear.
Operation is convenient, with clevis hitch hook-up, and easy to adjust mowing
height in _" increments. Remote greasing of spindle hubs allows for easy
maintenance and the overall Air Tunnel design allows for quick through cleaning
and washing.
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Land Pride Treker & Runabout

LANDPRIDE TREKER™

Model

Land Pride Treker™ Utility Vehicles are designed to
carry two people and a limited amount of gear or cargo
comfortably and safely over rough or difficult
off-road terrain.

Runabout

Treker

Front Suspension

Independent A-arms Coil/over Adjustable Shocks

Independent A-arms MacPherson Struts

Rear Suspension

Independent Trailing Arms Coil/over Adjustable Shocks

Independent Trailing Arms Coil/over Adjustable Shocks

Integral w/Body

Front: Integral; Rear: Bed Mounted

Front Bumper

Standard

Standard

Front Brush Guard

Optional

Optional

Buckets - 2

Buckets - 2

Fenders

The Treker introduces a whole new way to experience work,
play and adventure. The four wheel independent
suspension, constant variable transmission and
on-command 4-wheel drive allow you to go places to
get the job done, with comfort, stability and power.

Seating
4-Post Accessory Bar

Standard

Standard

2" Receiver

2" Receiver

Towing Capacity

400 lbs

NT: 1000 lbs; ST: 1200 lbs

Payload of Base Unit*

674 lbs

NT: 950 lbs; ST: 1300 lbs

Rear Hitch

Wheel Base

Treker

64"

NT: 70"; ST: 76"

Tread Center Front

41.5"

NT: 41.5";ST: 47"

Tread Center Rear

42"

NT: 42";ST: 47.5"

Width at Front Tires

48"

NT: 50"; ST: 56"

Width at Rear Tires

54"

NT: 50"; ST: 56"

Height OAL

63.5"

AT Tires: 71"; Turf Tires: 70"

Length OAL

94"

NT:108"; ST: 120"

Outside Turn Circle

18'

NT: 20'3"; ST: 20'9"

Inside Turn Circle

9'

NT: 11'; ST 11'

13"

AT Tires: 14" ; Turf Tires 13"

Floorboard Height

LAND PRIDE RUNABOUT™

Min. Ground Clearance

This may look like just another fun ‘buggy’ but fun is only
part of the appeal. It’s in a class by itself with professional
features not found on small frame go-karts. The Runabout
acts like an ATV, but has the look and feel of a "Whole
New Adventure!"
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7 1/2"

Tire Size (Front)

25x8-12 All-Terrain Tread

25x8-12 All-Terrain Tread; 23x8.5-12 Turf

Tire Size (Rear)

25x11-12 All Terrain Tread

25x11-12 All Terrain Tread; 23x10.5-12 Turf

7 psi

7 psi

Tire Pressure (Front)
Tire Pressure (Rear)
Optional Front Cargo Rack Capacity

Two people can travel and hunt comfortably, side-by-side,
on Land Pride All-Terrain Runabout (ATR™); you can’t do
that with an ATV. Cargo racks allow for carrying and
strapping your hunting gear, a backscreen allows for
carrying additional back country necessities. With the
engine and differential drive mounted directly over the
rear axle, the Runabout can get you out of the
stickiest situations.
The ATR is designed for off road use to carry two people
and cargo comfortably and safely over rough terrain. The
Runabout features a steering wheel with easy handling
rack-and-pinion steering. Its four wheel independent
suspension, large diameter hi-flotation tires and high
center-frame ground clearance adds up to excellent stability
and a smooth ride. Outstanding two wheeled rear traction
drive is achieved by using premium off-road ATV type tires
in tandem with the engine mounted directly over the
rear differential.

7 1/2"

7 psi

7 psi

160 lbs

160 lbs

Optional Rear Cargo Rack Capacity

40 lbs

Approx. Curb Weight

726 lbs

4200NT: 925 lbs; 4400NT: 1050 lbs; 4200ST: 1000 lbs; 4400ST: 1150 lbs

*Payload includes passengers, does not include optional cargo racks

Grablight

Basket

Gunrack

Runabout

Headrest

Rease Hitch
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Land Pride Treker & Runabout

LANDPRIDE TREKER™

Model

Land Pride Treker™ Utility Vehicles are designed to
carry two people and a limited amount of gear or cargo
comfortably and safely over rough or difficult
off-road terrain.

Runabout

Treker

Front Suspension

Independent A-arms Coil/over Adjustable Shocks

Independent A-arms MacPherson Struts

Rear Suspension

Independent Trailing Arms Coil/over Adjustable Shocks

Independent Trailing Arms Coil/over Adjustable Shocks

Integral w/Body

Front: Integral; Rear: Bed Mounted

Front Bumper

Standard

Standard

Front Brush Guard

Optional

Optional

Buckets - 2

Buckets - 2

Fenders

The Treker introduces a whole new way to experience work,
play and adventure. The four wheel independent
suspension, constant variable transmission and
on-command 4-wheel drive allow you to go places to
get the job done, with comfort, stability and power.

Seating
4-Post Accessory Bar

Standard

Standard

2" Receiver

2" Receiver

Towing Capacity

400 lbs

NT: 1000 lbs; ST: 1200 lbs

Payload of Base Unit*

674 lbs

NT: 950 lbs; ST: 1300 lbs

Rear Hitch

Wheel Base

Treker

64"

NT: 70"; ST: 76"

Tread Center Front

41.5"

NT: 41.5";ST: 47"

Tread Center Rear

42"

NT: 42";ST: 47.5"

Width at Front Tires

48"

NT: 50"; ST: 56"

Width at Rear Tires

54"

NT: 50"; ST: 56"

Height OAL

63.5"

AT Tires: 71"; Turf Tires: 70"

Length OAL

94"

NT:108"; ST: 120"

Outside Turn Circle

18'

NT: 20'3"; ST: 20'9"

Inside Turn Circle

9'

NT: 11'; ST 11'

13"

AT Tires: 14" ; Turf Tires 13"

Floorboard Height

LAND PRIDE RUNABOUT™

Min. Ground Clearance

This may look like just another fun ‘buggy’ but fun is only
part of the appeal. It’s in a class by itself with professional
features not found on small frame go-karts. The Runabout
acts like an ATV, but has the look and feel of a "Whole
New Adventure!"
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25x8-12 All-Terrain Tread; 23x8.5-12 Turf

Tire Size (Rear)

25x11-12 All Terrain Tread

25x11-12 All Terrain Tread; 23x10.5-12 Turf

7 psi

7 psi

Tire Pressure (Front)
Tire Pressure (Rear)
Optional Front Cargo Rack Capacity

Two people can travel and hunt comfortably, side-by-side,
on Land Pride All-Terrain Runabout (ATR™); you can’t do
that with an ATV. Cargo racks allow for carrying and
strapping your hunting gear, a backscreen allows for
carrying additional back country necessities. With the
engine and differential drive mounted directly over the
rear axle, the Runabout can get you out of the
stickiest situations.
The ATR is designed for off road use to carry two people
and cargo comfortably and safely over rough terrain. The
Runabout features a steering wheel with easy handling
rack-and-pinion steering. Its four wheel independent
suspension, large diameter hi-flotation tires and high
center-frame ground clearance adds up to excellent stability
and a smooth ride. Outstanding two wheeled rear traction
drive is achieved by using premium off-road ATV type tires
in tandem with the engine mounted directly over the
rear differential.

7 1/2"

7 psi

7 psi

160 lbs

160 lbs

Optional Rear Cargo Rack Capacity

40 lbs

Approx. Curb Weight

726 lbs

4200NT: 925 lbs; 4400NT: 1050 lbs; 4200ST: 1000 lbs; 4400ST: 1150 lbs

*Payload includes passengers, does not include optional cargo racks

Grablight

Basket

Gunrack
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Headrest
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